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Abstract.
We derive the long wave length
equivalents of the constitutive relations for finely

not consider the layering of partial melt zone which
shows more drastic

effects.

stratifiedfluidsas suggested
by Saito and Abe [1984].
The results show the transversely isotropic relations
characterized by two effective viscosities. One is associated with shear stress applied on the plane parallel
to the layering and the other is with normal stress
applied perpendicular to the layering. If thin soft
layers exist in the low velocity zone, there may be a
significant difference in these two viscosities.A simple
calculation simulating mantle flow with large apparent
anisotropy shows the possible existence of convection
having large aspect ratio.

Backus' Theory for IncompressibleFluid
The constitutive relations for an incompressible
fluid may be written as,

rij-----p6ij+ r/(aui/axjq-auj/axi)

(1)

OUi/OX
i= 0

(2)

with

whererij (i,j -- 1, 2, 3) is the stresstensor,p is the

Introduction

It is often believed that the low velocity zone is a

partially molten layer [e.g., Andersonand Sammis,
1970]. Post glacial rebound studies concludethe
existence of a low viscosity zone around the seismic
low velocity zone, suggesting the existence of soft

pressure,ui is the velocity, xi is the spatial coordinates
and r/ is the viscosity. We assume that the direction
of stratification is xa. Consider a scale length X• ,
which is much longer than the characteristic length of
layering, though it is much shorter than the characteristic length of flow X under consideration. We
introduce the following averaging,

layers [e.g., Cathles,1975]. For thesereasons,previ-

<f(xa)>--- f w(•-xa)f(•)d
•

ous investigators assumedthe presenceof a low viscos-

(3)

--0:2)

ity zonearound100 km depth [e.g.,Houstonand De
Bremaecker,1975]. If the melts are distributeduniformly, such a layer may be regarded as an isotropic
fluid. However, as pointed out by Saito and Abe

[1984](hereafter referredto as SA), if the low viscosity zone consistsof a laminated medium of horizontal
hard and soft layers, its treatment as an isotropic fluid
with low viscosity may break down. Such a laminated
mantle has been proposed by several authors to
explain the discrepanciesof Love and Rayleigh waves

wherethe weightingfunctionw(xs)is selectedso as to
averagef(xs)roughlyovera distanceX• aroundxs(see
Backus [1962] for detail). As suggestedby Backus
[1962],if the fluid is stratifiedwith varyingviscosities,
the quantitiesr13, r2a, r3s
' (•Ui/r•X
1 andOui/Ox2may vary
slowly with xa (named as SVQ). Other quantities
rll , r12, r22and 0ui/0xa may vary

rapidly with xa
(named as RVQ). The important point of Baekus'

theory is the assumption that

dispersions
[e.g.,Aki, 1968;Takeuchiet al., 1968]. If

<(RVQ)(SVQ)>= <(RVQ)> <(SVQ)>

a horizontal shear stress is applied, the deformation
will be controlled by the soft layers. On the contrary,
when a vertical normal stress is applied, the deformation will be controlled by the hard layers. Such a body
may be treated as an anisotropic fluid for scale length
much larger than the thicknessof layering. This kind
of apparent anisotropy is well known in the field of

(4)

and the equation,

<Of(xl,X2,x3)/Oxi>= O<f(Xl,x2,x3)>/OX
i

seismologyas "transverseisotropy" [Backus,1962].
Backus [1962] only consideredthe case of elastic
solids. The main purposeof this paper is to derive the
long wave length equivalents of constitutive relations

(5)

(i ---- 1, 2, 3: The third equationi--3 is valid, sincewe
assumew(+•)--w(-•)--0)
To usetheserelations,we
modify(1) to,
rll-----p + 2r/0ul/0X
1
(64)
r22:-p

+ 2rlOu2/Ox
2

(6b)

7'33:-p - 2r/(0Ul/0X1 q- (•u2/0x2)

for finely stratifiedfluids by followingBackus[1962]

(Note OqUi/OqX
i ----0)

and show the potential importance of such an

apparent anisotropy. SA quoted Backus [1962] in

7'12: r/(OqU2/0X
1q-OqUl/OqX2)

their application of their theory of anisotropicfluids.
However, there is an error which we will point out
later. We also calculate simple 2-D flow models to
demonstrate the importance of apparent anisotropy.

Christensen [1986] also discussedthese problems
mainly based on numerical simulations,though he did

(6d)

au./axa = (1/rl)r2a- Oua/ax2

(6e)

aUl/aXa = (1/r/)•'31- aua/aXl

(sf)

(Note that theseequationsare of the form RVQ times
SVQ.) We averagethe equations(6) and reorganize
them as follows,

(74)
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<r22> -----<p>
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+ 2<r/>0<u2>/0x2

(7b)
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strong apparent anisotropy due to layering in the
mantle, what we obtain from the post glacial studies
may be the viscosity value of 5L -- •11>, instead of
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L value, as usuallybelieved[SA]. Similarphenomena
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Fig. 1. Stream lines for isotropic low viscosity zone

model. Only 0 _<x1 _<1/4is shown. The width of tick
marks

is 700 km.

Contour

interval

is 0.2 times

abso-

lute max of stream functions. The apparent periodi-

occur in the case of Rayleigh- Benard convection
problems. The marginal stability curves of Rayleigh
number versus wave length have a fiat bottom over a
wide range of wave length. This implies possibility of
multi-scale convection including the convection with

large aspectratio (-- (horizontalscale)/ (vertical
scale)). Their resultsshow that the critical Rayleigh
number, R%, is,

R%•-• 4•r45 (•r/2v/J<< kH << •r:forlarge5) (10)

city of contourlines(----0)is due to the truncationof
Fourier series. Hatched area shows the position of

sinkingslab. Absolutemax ----3.85cm2/sec.

Here Ra is the Rayleigh number defined as,

Ra ----pgo•fiH4/•L
(Note Oq•Ui•/OqX
i ----O)

where • is the volume thermal expansion coefficient, fi
is the temperature gradient and • is the thermal

=
+
fie)
=
+ a<u>/ax1) fit)
Backus[1962]showedthat, for the longwave length,
the velocity field, ui could be approximately calculated

by usingequations(7) as the constitutiverelations. It
is clear that equations(7) are the special case of

diffusivity of fluids. If we define 5I. as an effective

viscosity,equation(10) gives the sameresult as that
of isotropicfluid [Chandrasekhar,
1961]. Richter and
Daly [1978]also discussed
the consequences
of anisotropic viscosity, but their derivation of equation of
motion is empirical and they did not considerphysical
cause of such anisotropy in detail.

transversely isotropic medium characterized by two

viscosities<11> and <11-1>-1(see SA and Love
[1926]). The former viscosityis associated
with the
normal stress applied to the plane of layering, and the
second is with the shear stress applied parallel to the
plane of layering.
Following SA, we introduce two parameters as follows,

L ----<11-1•>-1

2-D Problem With Propagator Matrix

Consider2-D problems(i.e., 0/0x2- 0). We assume
that us,Ul, rss,rn, rls, p can be expressedby the
Fourier

series as

uff(x3)cos(knXl)
u(x3)sin(knXl)
?3(x3)cos(k
nX1)
/'l(X3)Cos(knXl)

.(xt,x•
rll(Xt,X3

(8a)

r13(X
173
We note that 5 here is different

(11)

from that of SA.

This

(12)

r(Xs)sin(knXl)

P(xi,x3)

pn(xs)cos(knXl)

difference arises, becauseSA did not considerthe pres-

sure terms p and the incompressibility
condition(2).

where kn ----2•rn/1. 1 is the period for the horizontal

For an isotropic fluid, L -- 11and 5 -- 1. If the viscos-

direction. Combining the equations(12) with the
equationsof motion (neglectingthe inertia term) and
continuity,we obtain the followingequations[Hager
and O'Connel,1981],

ity ratio of hard (111)
and soft layers(112)
are large(111
>> 112),5 may take very large values. Assumec is
the volume fraction of soft layers and c < < 1. Then

•11• is of the orderof 111
and •11-1• is c/112.Combiningthese,5 • c 111/112.
If we assume
that c • 10-3,
111
• 1020poiseand112
• 10•poise,thenwe obtain5 •
1012,SA suggested
5 •-. 106(Eventhoughthe equation

Du=Au
0 -k

of 5 is not valid, their estimate is still correct. This is

because111/112
is muchlargerthan the orderof one.).

Summaryof SaitoandAbe [1984]
SA calculated the spectra of viscous relaxations and
the marginal stability curves of Rayleigh - Benard
convection in a transverse isotropic fluid. Material
parameters are assumedto be constant throughout the
fluid. They found that the viscous relaxation time is
almost constant over a wide range of wave lengths for

large5. Their resultsare (5 • • 1),
pgrH/2L• 25 ( 1/2x/J<< kH << 2v/•)

(9)

where p is the density, g is the gravity, r is the relaxation time, k is the wave number, and H is the layer
thickness. This equation suggeststhat, if we neglect a

(13)

where

A ____

0

0

k 0 0 2k11-1
0

0

0

-k

0 211kk

0

(14a)

n ----[U
3 U1'11/2krls/2k]
T

(14b)

D ----d/dxs

(14c)

We droppedthe suffixn for simplicity. Equation(13)
hasthe solution(now,we replacexswith z),

u(z)= e^(z-Zø)u(zo)

(15)

If we assume that the width of the layering is much
shorter than the wave length under consideration, that

is,k(z-%)• < 1,wemayexpand
e^(z-z0),
^(z-zo)

e

• I + A(z-z0)

(16)
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shown in Figure 1. The summation of Fourier series
was done up to n--40. Basically, we obtained a cell of
aspect ratio one. This has been one of the arguments
in support of the whole mantle convection hypothesis.
In the second case, we included the apparent anisotropic effect by changingfrom 5----1to 5--400. However,

we fixed the product as 5L=102ø poise. This is

700'
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Fig. 2. Stream lines for anisotropic low viscosity zone
model. See captions of Figure i for detail. Absolute

max-- 13.8cm2/sec.
We neglectedtermswith the orderhigherthan O((k(z
- z0))2 ). We assumethat there are manythin layers,
with arbitrary constant viscosity, between z0 and Zn,

because, as suggestedby SA, the viscosity obtained by
the post glacial uplift studies may be the product 5L.

The flow field for the secondcase(Figure 2) changed
very drastically, a cell of horizontal length scale about
seven to eight times the depth appears. Also, we
found that the amplitude becomeslarger than the isotropic case. These results suggest the importance of
the apparent anisotropy associated with
the
stratification of low viscosity zone.

Then,
Discussion

U(Zn)
= eAn(znZn-•)eAn-•(Zn-•-Zn-•)
....eA•(z•Zø)u(z0)
(17)
which lies betweenzi and zi_1. Considering(16), we

The key point of our discussionsdepends on the
melt geometry of the low viscosity zone. Although

may obtain,

Waft [1980] discussedthe possibilityof horizontal

where the suffix i attached to A signifies each layer

U(Zn)
• I + • Ak(z
k- Zk_l)•I + X(zn- Z0)(18)
where

A is

o

-k

o

o

o-k

o

o

k 00 002k<r/-•>
k 0
-k
---- 0
0 02kL
0 -k -1 (19)

0

0 2<r/•k

k

0

0 25Lk k

0

7.n

<f> -- ff(z)dz/(Zn-Zo)

(20)

7.0

Again, we neglected terms with the order higher than

O((k(z - zo))2). This equationimpliesthat, a fluid
layer which includes many thin layers with arbitrary
constant viscosity may be regarded as a transversely
isotropic fluid characterized by two viscosities,L and
5L. This is the same conclusiondiscussedin the previous section.

Numerical Examples

We calculated the flow model following Hager and

O'Connel [1981] to show the importanceof the
apparent anisotropy on the mantle convection. We

consider2-D problemsin which the periodicity(with
the periodl: 28000kin) in the horizontaldirectionis

layering of melts, it is still controversial. There are
several methods to determine the possible existence of
melt zone layering. Seismic studies require the
transversely isotropic upper mantle which may be pro-

ducedby horizontallayering[Andersonand Dziewonski, 1982]. Probably, the most direct method of
detecting the horizontal layering is to find the anisotropy in the electrical conductivity, though it is not
perfect.
Another type of layering was suggested by Christen-

sen [1986]suchas the one producedby the chemical
differences

between

the

mantle

and subducted

crust.

We assume that the anisotropy is fixed in the spatial
coordinates. This assumption may be valid, if the
temperature within the mantle is in a quasi steady

state. Christensen[1986]madea fully dynamiccalculation so that the anisotropy is carried by the convective flow. Although, he assumeda weak anisotropy, he
found the interesting result that the center of the convection cell is almost fixed in space. Clearly, the
inclusion of the apparent anisotropy produces many
interesting phenomena which deserve further investigation. We did not carry out the test of stability of
flows. Such a dynamical calculation may be required
in the future

studies.
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